
How to make a Lien 

I always told myself I would never write this or draft this up in any written format. No one can actually sit down and 
write up a how to, on the implementation of a Lien.  But everyone wants the exact how to process step by step of how 
to do a Lien and to do that and to cover all the example with correct context then the book would be three feet thick 
and no one would read that book. You have seen in the Barrister office in the moves the wall of reference Law books 
and case law they have to maintain and it’s a Library of written content. That library wall of written content is not 
chump change. 

So this is by no means going to cover every aspect in every situation with an exact worded narrative of every 
possibility of how to do a Lien the task would take a lifetime. We have perfected and published 46 unchallenged and 
perfected Liens. These are approximately 140 page A4 legal documents and that adds up to 18.5 Books authored and I 
did that inside two years.  

No published author has ever done this. J.K. Rowling didn’t write the seven Harry Potter Books inside two years this 
took her seven or more years to write seven books. No one on the planet has ever written the equivalent of 18.5 books 
in under two years. My Bedroom office had four Desks in it with me in the middle spinning round in the computer 
chare and one of those four Desks was just for outgoing post. I was Buying A4 printer paper by the Box and every 
legal document is printed off a minimum of three times. I could send out a packet of filled envelops in a day. I could 
be working on six Liens’ at one time on the same day. In that two year period I wore out a professional HP office 
Laser printer. Laser Printer toner cartridges are not chump change either. 

We had no experience of ever doing anything like this before. We never had any intention ever in our life of 
undertaking such a task and this is a very exact legal process and if you make a mistake it will come back and bite you 
on the arse. So how on earth do you go from zero to drafting up legal and commercial Liens which is a very exact and 
technical legal process when you have got a clue on day one? 

Well day one is a year or two before you start. The six P’s, Pre Production Preparation Prevents Piss-poor 
Performance. This is the start of the How. You read Books about Liens’ You watch video on YouTube about Liens’ 
there is serious research which takes months and all that content is necessary and can’t be shortcut and you still 
haven’t read an actual Lien for the context and structure. All the research is other people talking about Liens You try 
and find a published Lien so you have reference to context and structure. It’s like everyone is talking about how a car 
engine works but no one has got the spanners out on video to strip down an engine. There is no workshop manual for a 
Lien and if you get this wrong it will bite you on the arse and it will hurt. Get this wrong and you are going to jail for 
seven years Fraud. You are now in the world of the legal Lions and they won’t be nice to you. In real terms don’t try 
and build the power station when you don’t have a clue how one works. It will blow up in your face. We are talking 
real world consequences with a very real seven year jail sentence. You are in the world of the legal Lions. So consider 
yourself duly warned. 

Lots of books about liens’, lots of video about liens’. Trying to find an actual published lien would be the workshop 
manual. That would be good if you could find one. We have in this world the best tools on the planet. Google. Finding 
an actual Lien to read was like trying to find hens teeth. If I could have found a published library of perfected liens’ 
that would have been the gold mine with the riches vain of gold on the planet. Just finding one was a mammoth task. 

There is now a Library of 46 published and perfected liens’ I never had. That Library of published and perfected liens’ 
is a Diamond mine with a Bag of pristine cut Diamonds in it. Not only is this a library of 46 perfected liens’ they are 
also securitised perfected commercial liens and nobody has ever securitised a lien into a commercial instrument 
before. That has never happened in the history of mankind. Never since the days of Babylon or the great library of 
Alexandria, has there ever been a repository of such mammoth proportions. If there was, Google would have found 
some reference to it. Alicia and Google came up with a big fat Zero. So the 6 P’s, Pre Production Preparation Prevents 
Piss-poor Performance came up with a big fat Zero. 

Make no mistake this is a learning curve which is very steep and if you get this wrong there is consequences.  

There are three different kinds of lien. Legal Lien, Equity Lien and commercial Lien. What that means is that someone 
has created liens’ to suit their needs in three different flavours. So which one do you use? Well that depends on what 



you are doing and what the objective of the lien is. You need to know all three flavours and which to use. So you have 
to cross reference all three to know the difference. Am I going to cover this here? Hell no. That’s a Book on its own. 

Someone made all this stuff up. They sat down with the most terrifying thing on the planet. The blank piece of paper. 
That blank piece of paper will stay blank until you have the knowledge to fill it. 

From my observations people think they can just sit down and craft up a one document lien and just send it. These 
people are dangerous and they don’t have the faintest clue what a lien is. A lien is not one legal document it is a record 
of litigation rapped up inside an Affidavit. A lien is the true court of records. Not the county court. The Affidavit and 
the lien is the true court of records. The lien is the litigation. That’s the record. 

An Affidavit is by far and without exception the most powerful legal document of all time. An Affidavit is a sworn 
statement of facts under penalty of perjury and full commercial liability. Now we are deep in the realms of legal 
words. Liability is commercial contract. This is the POWER of an Affidavit. There is a 28 day window. The recipient 
of the Affidavit has 28 days to challenge the veracity and credibility of the contents of the affidavit which is clearly 
laid out in numbered points of objectivity. If or when the recipient can or has successfully discredited any one point of 
the affidavit then the affidavit is not only in the Bin. There will be legal and at least commercial consequences if not a 
term in jail for fraud.  

Now this is the real Power of an Affidavit. When the content in point by point terms CANNOT be discredited then 
there is a formal agreement between the Parties. You now have a formal contract and agreement to the facts which is 
immutable and no Judge can touch this. This is more than bullet proof. This is legally indestructible and nuclear bomb 
proof. This is why Lawyers hate you for using them. There is nothing the Lawyer can do about it either. There is an 
untouchable contract of agreement between the parties. This is an out of court legal agreement. NO disagreement 
between the parties and it is a Bomb proof foundation and agreement in FACT. 

This is how powerful an Affidavit is because once that 28 days has expired you have a commercial agreement that 
cannot be challenged by God Almighty himself.  

This Affidavit is the foundation of a Lien. So there are two Affidavits in a commercial lien. There is the Affidavit that 
creates the agreed foundation in Facts which is the internal Affidavit with the immutable and commercial agreement 
and there is the overall Affidavit which legal binds the lien inside with the fist Affidavit of agreed and established 
facts. 

Now we have just three parts of the legal and litigated commercial lien. We have not covered the lien itself or the 
formal notification process OR the securitisation. A Lien is not just a one off document. It is a sequenced legal process 
and a big part of that legal process is the Affidavit. The god almighty indestructible part and if you don’t know the 
working functions of an Affidavit you don’t have a commercial lien. The Affidavit is by far the most powerful legal 
document of all time. Get it wrong and you are in deep shit. Get this right and no Judge, Barrister, Lawyer or God 
almighty himself can touch this. This is the POWER of an Affidavit. 

So let’s cover these points again just because we are a pedantic arsehole. 

1. Get the Affidavit right and you are golden. 

2. Get the Affidavit wrong and you are going to jail for seven years. 

3. Send your Affidavit to 657 MP’s in government who have access to the Best Barristers and Judges on the 
planet at their fingertips and you are going to jail for 6570 Years. 

4. Send you Affidavit to 657 MP’s in Government and get it right and you have 657 formal and immutable 
commercial contracts. 

That is the power of an Affidavit and this internal 65 page Affidavit is within all 46 published and perfected 
securitised commercial liens. The Affidavit is the commercial contract. What is a Lien? 

HOW to do a Lien? Well this is what you need to know first. This is litigated legal process and we haven’t touched on 
the lien yet. We haven’t gone into any great detail of an established Affidavit. The Affidavit wording and context is 
another book. This is a craft all on its own. It’s a craft in language and linguistics. Correct grammar and function of 



words. This is the most powerful legal document on the planet so you have to get the linguistics and Grammar correct. 
You can’t build a power station unless you know how one works. It just can’t be done. 

So what is a lien? 

A Lien is the formal agreement that there is an unsettled Dept. So within the Lien agreement there is the agreement to 
the unsettled Debt. Without the agreement to the unsettled debt then there is no lien on any agreed assets or future 
assets to settle that debt. So the lien comes after the formal agreement that there is an unsettled debt and the Lien itself 
is on the agreed assets and future assets of the debtor. 

Without all these litigated formal agreements in sequence there is no Lien. A lien can never be a one off written 
commercial document. It is a sequence of formal (on paper)  

Yes people don’t understand the word formal. The word formal is FORM paper form. Paper. Written legal proceedings 
is formal and on paper. It is the legal paperwork that is the court of records. Written words on paper undersigned by a 
signature. Without the signature the words on the paper are just Jibba Jabba marks. 

People forget to look for the signature written with a pen not a computer graphic. If the signature on a legal document 
is a computer graphic that then is material evidence of criminal fraud. If there is no written signature on a legal 
document (with a pen) then that is also criminal fraud by an act of omission. 

• Boolean Grammar.  (OMG what drugs is this guy on) What is Boolean Grammar? 

Boolean has got nothing to do with mathematics. It’s a constructive legal language. It is the use of Boolean that creates 
the formal agreement between the parties. LOOK eyes open for what you did not see in the previous paragraph. There 
are two words that go unnoticed. You eye just does not see them because they are the construct of language not the 
context or content. The words are “IF” and “THEN” other Boolean constructivism are “AND” and “THEREFORE”  

In GCSE English Grammar you were told that these are adjoining words to join sentences together. This is because the 
GCSE Grammar teacher is an idiot. The second reason I just walked out of an adult GCSE Grammar lecture by 
seasoned veteran GCSE Grammar teacher is because he was speaking French in an adult GCSE Grammar tutorial. 
YES we have idiots teaching English grammar. 

Boolean Grammar creates absolutes. It locks in formal contract and agreements and they go unseen to the eye and the 
mind. Words and language are tools and if you don’t know or cannot see these tools you are lost in the woods. 

If you don’t know you Boolean Grammar you can never perfect a commercial lien. (Oh look there is that word “If” 
again and you still didn’t see it) It’s a construct in language and the tools of the craft. Make no mistake this is a Craft. 

Where was I?? 

Without all these litigated formal agreements in sequence there is no Lien. A lien can never be a one off written 
commercial document. It is a sequence of formal (on paper) written legal documents which when assembled into one 
big document you legally bind this with another Affidavit and God Almighty himself cannot touch this. 

So we need to do a part summery of what we know. 

1. Affidavits are the power and the keys, you need to know this. God Almighty himself can’t touch this. 

2. There cannot be a Lien without the formal agreement to a debt. This comes before the Lien. 

3. To create these legal agreements you must implement Boolean Grammar. These are the tools. 

4. Once there is an established agreement to a Debt the Lien is on the commercial assets and future commercial 
assets.  

5. There cannot be a Lien unless there is an agreement between the parties that there is an unsettled and formally 
agreed debt. 



6. Where there is NO disagreement between the parties there is NO possibility of a disagreement that can be 
adjudicated by a third party (Judge) The Judge is redundant with no work to do. Bye Bye Judge. Have a nice 
day. 

7. Where there is NO disagreement between the parties God Almighty himself can get on his bicycle. Why on 
earth would you need a Notary public?? The Mind Boggles in amazement of what people say.  

8. Get any of this wrong and you are going to jail for a very long time. 

9. You cannot build a Power station when you don’t know how one works. 

A Lien is a commercial asset. People think that a Lien is something to be enforced. Go and get the other guy’s stuff. 
That’s not what a Lien is. A lien does not allow anyone to use force in any way to go and use force and take the other 
guy’s stuff. That is the act of a terrorist. This is not what a lien is. A lien is not enforceable in any way because there is 
an agreed debt. A lien is the agreement to a future settlement where there is an agreed debt and an agreed lien on 
future assets. 

A Lien is a commercial asset to the agreed value which is immutable and there is no disagreement between the parties. 
This is what a Lien is. Nothing more nothing less: I lien is NOT a securitised commercial instrument which can be 
cashed in. A Lien does not fulfil that function as a lien. 

A commercial lien is an asset; it is not a commercial instrument. These two things are not the same. You cannot make 
Apple pie out of Bananas. 

Can a Lien be securities as a commercial instrument?? YES. There is only some ONE PERSON that can do this and 
that is the debtor. Only the Debtor can securities the Lien and stand as the surety. No one else. No One else is 
involved. There is no one else that can stand as the surety other than the Debtor to make an Asset (Lien) into a 
securitised commercial instrument. There is two words here that are not the same. Commercial “asset” and 
Commercial “Instrument” These two things are not the same but the can be combined where the commercial asset is 
also the commercial instrument. This has never been done before going all the way back to Babylon but there is no 
reason why not.  

• So what is a Commercial instrument? 

Bonds, Pledges and securitised commercial documents are all commercial instrument. This is how new Money is 
made. Forget everything you have been told about Banks making money out of fresh air. Its all about signed 
documents and who signs them with a signature and who stands as the surety. The Bank is just a vehicle. The Bank is 
the Special purpose vehicle. The Bank is a vehicle of transference and that is all a Bank is. 

• What is a Bond? 

A Bond is paper with words and numbers and a signature (surety). That Bond is placed in a Bank account 
(Commercial vehicle) as cleared funds ready cash because a Bond is a commercial instrument.  

• What is a Pledge? 

A Pledge is paper with words and numbers and a signature (surety). That Pledge is placed in a Bank account 
(Commercial vehicle) as cleared funds ready cash. 

• What is a securitised commercial instrument? 

Every Bank Loan is a securitised commercial instrument. Words and numbers on paper with a signature (Surety) 
placed on account in a Bank account (Commercial vehicle) as cleared funds ready cash.  

This is How ALL cash is created in the Banks. The Bank is just the Commercial vehicle. 

There is an Ex-Mortgage adviser from Santander Bank (Simon Golberg) on Youtube who has confirmed in one of his 
YouTube vidioes that the Bank Loan Document is a securitised commercial Instrument which creates the Cleared 
Funds or Cash. There is not only Simon Golberg =  God almighty that knows what a securitised commercial 
instrument is.  I also know this as I am a Maicrosoft Certifies Systems Engineer who has Built the Computer systems 



for Banks, Government and Ministry of Defence. Well if Simon Golberg said so it must be Gods Law. I dont give a 
monkeys red bum what Simon Golberg said. The Facts are the Facts and the Facts are Gods Law because I said so. 
People will still ask “Where does the money come from then?” Well there it is. Bonds, Pledges and securitised 
commercial instuments. That is where the money comes from. By the Magic wand of the Pen. 

How hard is this?? Words on paper and every pen is a Magic wand pen. 7 Billion people have hands that can use the 
magic wand pen.... 

So this is the HOW TO step by step Prosess on how to do a Lien and the rest is in the 46 Published files which is equal 
to 18.5 Books. The Library of the profound that has never existed since Babylon preserved for all time in digital PDF 
format. Burn that Library down if you can. Its all on Backcup in more places than I can remember or know about. 
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